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Braintree Town Council
Committee on Public Safety
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, Massachusetts 02184

MEMBERS

Shannon Hume, Chairwoman
Elizabeth Maglio, Vice Chairwoman
David Ringius, Jr, Member

AGENDA
Wednesday, June 29, 2022
Starting Time – 5:00 p.m.
Fire Headquarters/Johnson Chambers

1.

Roll Call

2.

Approval of Minutes
• December 20, 2021

3.

Old Business
• 040 Councilor Hume: Fire Headquarters tour/safety discussion or take up any action relative
thereto (5pm – Fire Headquarters)
• 030 22 Council President: Pedestrian Safety South Braintree Square or take up any action
relative thereto (6pm – Johnson Chambers)

4.

New Business
• None

5.

Adjournment
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Braintree Town Council
Committee on Public Safety
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, Massachusetts 02184

MEMBERS

David Ringius, Jr, Chairman
Lawrence Mackin, Jr, Vice Chairman
Charles Ryan, Member

December 20, 2021
MINUTES
A meeting of the Committee on Public Safety was held Remote via Zoom Webinar, on Monday,
December 20, 2021 at 7:00 p.m.
Clerk of the Council, Susan Cimino, conducted the roll call.
Chairman Ringius was in the Chair
Present:

David Ringius, Chairman
Charles Ryan, member

Not Present:

Lawrence Mackin, Vice Chairman

Also Present:

Captain Robert Pistorino, Braintree Fire (Hazmat officer)
Sgt. Brian Eng, Braintree Police (liason for the Compressor Station)
Rob Millette, BEMA/FRAACS

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
• November 9, 2020
Motion made by Councilor Ryan to Approve Minutes of November 9, 2020
Motion: by Councilor Ryan to Approve Minutes of November 9, 2020
Second: by Councilor Ringius
Roll Call Vote: For (2 –Ryan, Ringius), Against (0), Absent (1 - Mackin), Abstain (0)
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OLD BUSINESS
• 042 20Councilor O’Brien: Evacuation Procedures or take up any action relative thereto
Chairman Ringius stated this was initially proposed by Councilor O’Brien.
The original documentation reads as follows:
-----Original Message----From: O'Brien, Stephen C.
Sent: Thursday, October 01, 2020 8:08 PM
To: Cimino, Susan M. <scimino@braintreema.gov>
Subject: Public Safety Committee Referral
Clerk Cimino,
Mr. Lang and residents of East Braintree have long been complaining about the poor air quality in
East Braintree. Evidence was presented to the Council in past sessions and recently the MAPC
(Metropolitan Area Planning Commission) completed an HIA (Health Impact Assessment) study
mostly for the compressor station but also air quality in the Fore River area. Now comes the
addition of the Enbridge Gas Compressor which adds to the security risk for Braintree and
surrounding communities and has long been a concern by an organization known as FRRACS (Fore
River Residents Against the Compressor Station). Many of the members of FRRACS are Braintree
residents.
At our last Town Council meeting, the executive branch advised they were going to create a
notification system if an emergency occurs at the new compressor station, yet an incident occurred
September 30, 2020 and, according to one of my constituents, notification was absent.
These issues add to the health, security and safety of the residents of Braintree and the Council
needs to hold one or more hearings with the executive branch to discover actions being taken.
This request is to refer the above items to the public safety committee with invitations being sent
to Mr. Lang, FRRACS, MAPC to provide a contact as an expert witness and the executive branch to
provide documentation describing actions being taken. In addition, the public safety committee
should discuss whether an evacuation procedure be created should an incident (worse than the
several recent incidents) occur either at the Enbridge compressor station or the Citgo Tank Farm.
- Stephen Town Councilor
Representing District 4
Braintree Town Council
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Chairman Ringius stated in attendance are Captain Robert Pistorino, Braintree Fire (Hazmat
officer); Sgt. Brian Eng, Braintree Police (liason for the Compressor Station); Rob Millette,
BEMA/FRAACS.
Chairman Ringius stated this committee would like to discuss and ensure there are proper
evacuation protocols in place for Braintree and these areas near the Compressor Station.
Chairman Ringius asked what has occurred and what still needs to occur from your prospective.
Sgt. Brian Eng, Braintree Police stated May 26th Rob was at Weymouth PD for a meeting of liasons
and department heads from multiple towns. In terms of the Police Department’s response is patrol
officers on duty would respond immediately and begin the evacuation process. Patrol cars would
drive through neighborhoods over loud speakers telling people to evacuate the area. There would
be others making sure the area is clear. When it comes to this type of thing we defer more to the
Fire Department. We are more interested in traffic and make sure people can pass through the
streets safely. Fire and BEMA are more equipped to handle any type of hazmat response. We are
hoping for future training from MEMA for Police and Fire.
Rob Millette, BEMA stated as I mentioned previously there was a plan that was submitted to the
Mayor’s office. I have given what work I have to the Police Department. According to the town’s
comprehensive emergency plan the BPD does man for traffic and to get everyone out. East
Braintree will not go through Weymouth Landing. They will be working to evacuate that area also.
Braintree’s plan is set up like Weymouth. There is a one-mile evacuation for any severe issues at
the compressor station. We have everything North and East of Quincy Ave will be evacuated. We
are looking to MEMA for training. There are grants to get Police/Fire training applicable to the
compressor station. We are going for this grant money.
Captain Robert Pistorino, Braintree Fire (Hazmat officer) stated the Fire Department is still waiting
to see an evacuation plan. The chief said the last one he saw was a couple years old. We are
waiting to hear from Enbridge and would like to have some training scheduled from them.
Councilor Ryan stated I guess we have not seen the plan and I am wondering when we are going to
see the plan.
Rob Millette, BEMA stated under the former BEMA Director everything ran through the Mayor’s
office. Mayor Kokoros decided to shift over under the direction of the Police Department. I
submitted this Evacuation Plan to the Mayor’s office and shared it with the Police Department. I do
not know where it is right now.
Councilor Ryan stated I formally make a request to see a copy of this plan.
Councilor Ryan stated we have been opposed to the compressor station as the Town Council and
the Town of Braintree. We want to continue to oppose the station and make sure things are as
safe as possible down there.
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Elizabeth Maglio, Councilor-elect for District 3 stated there is an immediate serious need to go
deeper if there is another incident. The lack of concern from businesses is a concern. We need
immediate action on this. What I would like to see in this proposal is education about emergency
preparedness and general information about explosion safety. What do people do if they are in
their homes. We should have a grading system on what to do when.
Chairman Ringius asked Director Millette about Ms. Maglio’s concerns.
Director Millette stated the Evacuation Plan should be stand alone and then have these concerns
be separate from the plan. I agree we need some sort of public outreach. The pipeline that feeds
the compressor station goes through East Braintree. Citgo used to have open houses but stopped
during COVID and will resume when safe to do so.
Councilor Ryan stated we need to get the Evacuation Plan out to people so they know what to do.
It can be a living document with revisions that can be updated and made better as we go along.
We need to get something out there as soon as possible.
Chairman Ringius asked Director Millette when his Evacuation Plan was submitted to the Mayor’s
office.
Director Millette stated it was about this time last year. (2020)
Chairman Ringius stated I look forward to looking at this proposal and seeing where we stand. This
is something we want to get moving forward. As Councilor Ryan said it is better to have something
on the books than nothing on the books. I would like to hear from the Mayor’s office and see
where they stand in bringing all these folks together. Let’s make a request to the Mayor’s office to
see the proposal and have all 3 of you folks back before us after having seen the proposal and
seeing where the Mayor’s office stands and what next steps they are doing.

Motion made by Councilor Ryan to TABLE item 042 20Councilor O’Brien: Evacuation Procedures or
take up any action relative thereto
Motion: by Councilor Ryan to TABLE item 042 20
Second: by Councilor Ringius
Roll Call Vote: For (2 –Ryan, Ringius), Against (0), Absent (1 - Mackin), Abstain (0)
NEW BUSINESS
• None
It was unanimously voted to adjourn the meeting at 7:35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan M. Cimino, Clerk of the Council
December 20, 2021
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OFFICE OF THE TOWN COUNCIL

Joseph Reynolds
District 2

To:

Elizabeth Maglio

District 6

Susan Cimino, Clerk of the Council
Shannon Hume, Chairwoman, Committee on Public Safety

From: Meredith Boericke, Town Council President
RE:

Public Safety Committee Meeting, June 29, 2022

Date: June 27, 2022
Dear Chairwoman Hume,
As I stated in my original memo, I am respectfully requesting that the Committee review the
concurrent signal phasing, in South Braintree Square, assess its benefits and drawbacks, and
explore potential solutions to make the intersection safer for pedestrians, including implementing
a Leading Pedestrian Indicator, which is considered one safety measure for intersections with
concurrent phasing.
Additionally, I want to emphasize that in an area of town that is ideally suited to encourage
walkability, we have instead prioritized cars, inevitably and unfortunately resulting in one of our
residents being struck while crossing the intersection in her wheelchair. This is one accident too
many, and we must explore ways to ensure this doesn’t happen again.
We have an opportunity to make South Braintree Square safer and more inviting to pedestrians
and cyclists, which, in addition to diminishing the potential for accidents, has the added benefits
of increasing vibrancy in the Square, encouraging parking further from the Square center to free
up spaces for small businesses that depend on quick in-and-out trips, and it would be more
welcoming to greener modes of transportation (foot and bike).
Thank you and the Committee for your attention to this matter.

Councilor Meredith Boericke, District 5

South Braintree Square Intersection Timeline
Traffic & Safety Committee Meeting | June 29, 2022 |6 PM

Oct. 26, 2020 – Notification sent to South Braintree Square Residents and Businesses for October 27th meeting (Attachment A)
Oct. 27, 2020 – Virtual Neighborhood Meeting held via Zoom
Oct. 28, 2020 – Councilor Boericke sends follow up inquiry regarding a question about LPI: Leading Pedestrian Indicators (Attachment B)
Oct. 28, 2020 – Response from Town indicating LPI cannot be used; and that “for bolder signage, we are installing flashing LED signs for the east
and westbound approaches that read “Turning vehicles yield to pedestrians” (Attachment B). NOTE: as of 6/11/2022 flashing
LED signs have not been installed, as noted in 10/28/2020 email.
Nov. 9, 2020 – Robert Kearns provides information to Town Engineer from WalkBoston, which supports concurrent phasing with the inclusion of
a Leading Pedestrian Indicator (Attachment C)
Jan. 4, 2021 – Councilor Boericke sends a request asking for an assessment of pedestrian safety in South Braintree Square (see attachment D)
May 13, 2021 – Councilor Boericke sends a request for data collection and additional safety measures (see attachment E)
June 6, 2021 – Councilor Boericke inquires again about the data collection and additional safety measures (see attachment F)
June 26, 2021 – Resident sends a note to the Town Council about the dangerous pedestrian crossing in South Braintree Square (see attachment
G)
July 7, 2021 – Councilor Boericke sends a request for data collection and additional safety measures (see attachment H)
Aug. 15, 2021 – Councilor Boericke sends a request to evaluate the safety of the concurrent phasing in South Braintree Square (see attachment I)
Aug. 17, 2021 – Response from the Mayor’s office that the TASC feels the intersection is working well. (see attachment J)

Councilor Meredith Boericke, District 5
April 12, 2022 – Wheelchair user is struck in the South Braintree Square intersection
April 12, 2022 – Resident Betsey Cibotti reports the accident to Councilor Boericke (see attachment K)

Additional Resources
1. Concurrent Phasing with LPI – Cambridge, MA
2. Federal Highway Administration: PedSafe LPI
3. National Assoc. City Transportation Planners: LPI

BRAINTREE DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC WORKS
85 QUINCY AVE., BRAINTREE, MA 02184
Charles C. Kokoros, Mayor

James Arsenault, PE, DPW Director
jarsenault@braintreema.gov
John P. Thompson, PE, Asst. DPW Director - Town Engineer
jthompson@braintreema.gov

ENGINEERING DIVISION
781-794-8010
October 26, 2020
To: South Braintree Square Residents and Businesses
Re: Pending Intersection Improvements
Mayor Kokoros and the Braintree DPW are pleased to inform you that in the coming weeks, the Town of Braintree
will be undertaking intersection improvements in South Braintree Square in an effort to enhance safety and
accessibility while also improving the flow of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. The changes will include the
installation of countdown pedestrian signals and accessible pedestrian signal push buttons, as well as the
implementation of concurrent pedestrian signal phasing.
Concurrent pedestrian phasing differs from the current “exclusive” pedestrian phasing by allowing both pedestrians
and vehicles to proceed simultaneously in the same direction of travel. This type of phasing, where turning vehicles
must yield to pedestrian traffic in the crosswalk, is common in downtown areas with higher pedestrian volumes
because it eliminates the need to stop all four vehicle approaches every time the walk button is pushed. Instead, it
permits vehicles and pedestrians to maneuver the intersection harmoniously while also reducing overall wait times
for all. Please refer to the attached plan for a basic depiction of how the phasing works.
As a result of the pedestrian signal phase changes and because walkers and drivers will be permitted to enter the
intersection simultaneously, it will be necessary to ensure vehicles will have clear lines of sight to the crosswalks at
all times. Currently, there are two time-restricted parking spaces within the intersection which can obscure the
Washington Street crosswalk for vehicles turning right from Pearl Street. As such, it will be necessary to restrict
parking at this location, as shown on the plan. While we understand that street parking is high-demand in a
downtown setting such as South Braintree Square, parking at this location will simply result in a safety issue for
pedestrians. Rest assured, the Town of Braintree is studying longer term
solutions for both the intersection and the surrounding area which would aim to replace any parking which is
restricted for this current effort.
An informative public meeting about the upcoming project will be held on Tuesday, October 27th at 7:30 pm via
Zoom. If you have any questions or concerns with the proposed intersection improvements, please do not hesitate to
call the Engineering Division at (781) 794-8010.
When: Oct 27, 2020 07:30 PM
Topic: South Braintree Square Public Meeting
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87463439318
Dial: +1 312 626 6799
Webinar ID: 874 6343 9318

ENGINEERING DIVISION

TOWN OF BRAINTREE DPW

North/South Concurrent Movements

South Braintree Square - Intersection Improvements - Fall 2020

LEGEND

East/West Concurrent Movements

From: Boericke, Meredith
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 10:56 AM
To: Cimino, Susan M. <scimino@braintreema.gov>
Subject: So. B'tree Sq. Intersection Changes

Hi Sue,
Can you please pass along the following to Director Arsenault and Mr. Thompson? THANK
YOU!
Thank you both for hosting the meeting last night. I have a few follow up questions that arose
during the meeting and hoping for some additional information 

Can we explore the LPI signal that was mentioned? Walk Boston advocates for
concurrent phasing, with LPI and it would be helpful to understand why this
isn't being added. Another possibility would be to add bolder signage (red
flashing right-hand arrow, for example, when concurrent phasing is underway)
- is this something that was looked at?
 Were the businesses in the Square made aware of the loss of parking spaces? I
am concerned that those locations, already suffering from Covid impacts, will
feel blindsided if they lose two spaces and were not alerted. I heard time and
again about how lack of parking was an issue for those businesses.
Looking forward to the improvements in the Square!
Thank you!
Meredith

Meredith Boericke
Town Councilor, District 5
Town of Braintree, MA
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
781-794-8280

RESPONSE BELOW
From: Taub, Nicole <ntaub@braintreema.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 5:48 PM
To: Cimino, Susan M. <scimino@braintreema.gov>
Cc: Arsenault, James <jarsenault@braintreema.gov>; Thompson, John <jthompson@braintreema.gov>;
Hume, Shannon L. <SHume@braintreema.gov>; Boericke, Meredith <mboericke@braintreema.gov>
Subject: RE: So. B'tree Sq. Intersection Changes

Please see the following from John Thompson:
We did explore the use of LPI (Leading Pedestrian Interval) at the intersection, but it cannot be used
because of the signal phasing. There is a dual-left turn phase (for both Pearl St and Washington St
eastbound) before the concurrent pedestrian phase when the Pearl St left turn continues as permissive.
Likewise, there’s a lead phase from Washington southbound before the concurrent pedestrian phase
when the southbound left turn continues as permissive. I realize this is difficult to understand but
essentially using the LPI would give pedestrians the “walk” symbol while cars are actively making
protected turns, which is not allowed (nor advisable).
For bolder signage, we are installing flashing LED signs for the east and westbound approaches that read
“Turning vehicles yield to pedestrians”. These are not required but are being installed to draw more
attention to the concurrent phasing. Flashing yellow arrows are not possible given the existing traffic
controller (red would not be allowable), but would not call any additional attention to the concurrent
phasing in my opinion, as they are now standard on most new signal installations. We are still looking
into additional signage that can be used for this purpose.
We did notify the entire area, including businesses, of both the meeting and the elimination of the two
parking spaces. The limits to which we hand delivered the flyers were:
- Washington St between Franklin and the intersection
- Washington St between the intersection and Summer St
- Pearl St between the intersection and French Ave
- Hancock St between the intersection and Hancock Ave
- Thayer Place
- Hall Ave
- Thayer Ave
- Crescent Ave
- Holbrook Ave

Nicole I. Taub
Chief of Staff and Operations
Town Solicitor
Town of Braintree
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
Office: (781) 794-8153
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The information contained in this e-mail message, including attachments, is
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential or privileged information. Any
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
and receive this communication in error, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies
of the original message. Thank you.

South Braintree Square Meeting
Inbox

Robert Kearns <robsterkmc@gmail.com>

Mon, Nov 9, 2020,
3:49 PM

to John, bcc: me

Hi John,

I was at your meeting and had some concerns about the concurrent signalling at South
Braintree Square.

A potential compromise could be to include leading pedestrian intervals at the intersection so
pedestrians could get a heads start. It is best practice from the pedestrian advocacy
organization WalkBoston.

Automatic concurrent instead of push button is also best practice so that pedestrians do not
have to wait.

Or you could have the push button activate the flashing beacons potentially?

-Best,
Robert Kearns

So. Braintree Square Intersection
Boericke, Meredith
Mon 1/4/2021 11:34 AM

To:Taub, Nicole
Bcc:Boericke, Meredith

Hi Nicole,
To follow up on our conversation last Wednesday: I have heard from several constituents about
concerns with the new traffic pattern in South Braintree Square and have witnessed them
myself as I have driven and walked during different times of day to see how the situation felt as
both a driver and a pedestrian. In my experience, and what I'm hearing from
constituents, pedestrians experience oncoming traffic when cars are taking rights on red and
when cars are taking lefts (or rights) on green. This is especially concerning at night when
pedestrians may be wearing dark clothing. I witnessed this myself this weekend at 4:30 in the
afternoon. It was hair-raising. The situation is more dire for disabled residents and kids who
may be lower to the ground and less nimble in the crosswalks. Drivers and pedestrians both
need to be incredibly vigilant (and, of course, they should be, but, sadly, distracted driving and
walking is not uncommon) to stay safe. If there is any blockage in the line of sight (crowded
sidewalks, utility vehicles, etc.) it's even harder for drivers turning to see pedestrians in the
crosswalks.
I will continue to ask residents to issue a See, Click, Fix, but, respectfully, I think this warrants an
assessment at different times of the day and on different days of the week to understand the
magnitude of danger and what additional safety measures can be put into place. No one wants
the traffic backups that were occurring in South Braintree Square, and I believe we can modify
the intersection to enhance safety.
Many thanks for your attention to this.
Meredith
Meredith Boericke
Town Councilor, District 5
Town of Braintree, MA
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
781-794-8280

Boericke, Meredith
Thu 5/13/2021 6:40 AM

To: Cimino, Susan M.
Bcc: Boericke, Meredith

Hi Sue,
Can you please pass along the following to Mr. Thompson at the DPW?
I continue to hear from residents about the hazards of the new traffic pattern at
So. Braintree Square. Yesterday I received this note:
"...the new crossing lights in South Braintree Square (outside of Southside Restaurant)
are dangerous for pedestrians. I walk that route each day and even when I get the walk
signal, people taking turns do not stop. It can get scary when you have the walk sign
and cars are still turning and coming right at you."
I have experienced some hair-raising crossings at that intersection, and I really worry when I
know my kids are crossing in the Square. I know I'm not alone in this.
I would like to know 1) has there been data collection over the last 6 months since this was
installed about an increase in accidents and/or reports of near-misses either through See, Click,
Fix or the police dept.? 2) are there additional measures we can implement to improve
pedestrian safety in this intersection?
I know this traffic pattern was meant to improve traffic flow, and I hope that it has, but I fear
we solved one problem and created another.
Thank you so much for your help with this!
Meredith
Meredith Boericke
Town Councilor, District 5
Town of Braintree, MA
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
781-794-8280

Weekend Questions
Boericke, Meredith
Sun 6/6/2021 9:24 PM

To: Cimino, Susan M.
Bcc: Boericke, Meredith

Hi Sue,
Can you please pass along the following questions to Nicole?





So. Braintree Square: a suggestion was made to add a bump-out at the
crosswalk between Hall Ave. and Washington Street to shorten the ped.-x
between Resendes and the municipal lot. Can you please pass this along
to Melissa to add to the So. B'tree Sq. Rapid Recovery
recommendations/suggestions?
Follow up from 5/13/21 regarding South Braintree Square: 1) has there been
data collection over the last 6 months since the new traffic pattern was
installed about an increase in accidents and/or reports of near-misses either
through See, Click, Fix or the police dept.? 2) are there additional measures we
can implement to improve pedestrian safety in this intersection?

THANK YOU ALL!
Meredith
Meredith Boericke
Town Councilor, District 5
Town of Braintree, MA
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
781-794-8280

From: Richard DePaulo <richard.depaulo@me.com>
Sent: Saturday, June 26, 2021 3:06 PM
To: Town Councilors <TownCouncilors@braintreema.gov>; Mayors Office
<mayorsoffice@braintreema.gov>
Subject: South Braintree Square - July 4th events - Pedestrian cross light worked absolutely "HORRIBLE"
CAUTION: This email was sent from an external source. Please be extra vigilant when replying, opening
attachments or clicking links.

South Braintree Square - July 4th events - Pedestrian cross
light performed absolutely “HORRIBLY"
- In the past the former set up at the site had absolutely
“Zero" complaints - and was loved by the entire
community.
Many people that were at the scene ahead of the July 4th
parade commencement event arriving to get seating for
it and at each iff the south Braintree Square Traffic light
pedestrian stop request poles with button on them to be
pushed at each and every meridian failed.
- Traffic came at crowd crossing - no vehicle would stop
& none were ever yielding all were fast moving and had
zilch for sight distance to do so in --- and as result
everyone waited for them to stop while they were
detained in the street by the movement of cars awaiting
them to show signs of yielding to pedestrians that never
came. :having pedestrians encircled in dangerous traffic
when ordinary traffic indicator lights turned back up fully

and pedestrian crossing lights remained to escort them
safely at all.
The new set up - means it takes far longer for pedestrians
to cross street than it ever did take them before
——
Everyone would have to wait for long time periods to go
by until a pedestrian would illuminate, be stuck in the
middle the street and surrounded by oncoming
vehiclready to hit them all very hard — vehicles did not
have sight distances sufficient to those in crosswalk as
hard 90 degree turns around large square box buildings
would bar their sight distance needed for turn safety.
===========
In the past as well the Braintree Square pedestrian light ,
would permeate a safety break interrupting traffic flow
patterns that would pass the interruption down
Washington Street so that those not at the traffic light
would have safe traffic flow interruptions in the street
before them so as to cross street by all along Washington
Street toward Town Hall Area and Saint Francis Of Assisi
Church for teh crowds in that area as well to derive benefit
from.

==
Today July 4 prior to start of parade fire trucks ambulances
and police were sent to area down by CVS — some felt
some one was injured crossing street or etc… or by
possibly rushing older people to fast to get across street
and traffic across to get to opposite side of it — as score
witnessed and seen all day long at the
main South Braintree Square Traffic Light do onto the
towns senior citizens and elders causing them all to huff
and puff and invoke chest pain onto them placing them all
at heart attack risk oncoming cars try to mow them all
down like candle pins at a bow alley would do.

Some felt it never would have happened to that person
had the South Braintree Square Pedestrian Traffic Light
worked correctly for the area as it had done before in the
past prior to the town altering it to the mockery of what is
there now.

===

One must now pushbutton to cross street at each corner
then in center aisle then again at opposite corner so as to
follow cross walks to pass to corner at the end of the “L”
path — thus 3 walk signals three pushes of the button
and 3 very very long wait times to obtain the cross side
walk indicator — abslolutely HORRIBLE is the word to
describe it.
===
When one must wail prolonged periods of time and fo go
to several push button locations to make one street
crossing they will not do so and run across the street
without the safety of the traffic control signal being
utilized —as was seen continually for scores of folks
crossing at the 4th of July parade —

*** Please put back the rapid timing crossing signals —
that previously existed the site — when one pushed the
button they got the cross light approval with in a very few
moments and all stopped as it should be for that
location — before more people are killed or sent into hard
shock scare and suffer heart attacks as currently is
has been and will continue to be the case if nothing is
done at the site !

Boericke, Meredith
Wed 7/7/2021 9:23 PM

To: Cimino, Susan M.
Bcc: Boericke, Meredith

Hi Sue,
I continue to receive numerous concerns from residents about the signal phasing for pedestrians
walking through the Square. I would like to refer the following matter to the Traffic and Safety
Committee regarding South Braintree Square: 1) has there been data collection over the last 6
months since the new traffic pattern was installed about an increase (or decrease) in accidents
and/or reports of near misses either through See, Click, Fix or the police dept.? 2) what
additional measures can be implemented/have been taken to improve pedestrian safety in this
intersection?
Please let me know what additional information you need from me or if there are other steps I
need to take.
Thank you very much for your help.
Meredith

Sun 8/15/2021 10:03 PM

To: Cimino, Susan M.
Bcc: Boericke, Meredith

Hi Sue,
WELCOME BACK! I hope you had a great vacation!
Can you please send along the below questions to Nicole? THANK YOU SO MUCH!

Square intersection crossing lights - I know I am continuing to bang the drum on this, but
today (Sunday) I crossed at the Square from Walgreens to Nails & Spa and then
from Nails & Spa to Southside. In both instances, I had cars that nearly ran me over - one
completely failed to yield and the other slowed down as I crossed, but it was dicey. If I or the
driver had been distracted, I could have easily been hit. For disabled kids and adults, small
children or - frankly - anyone not paying attention, the crossing is dangerous. I am asking again
that this be reexamined, especially in light of all the great work soon to be ongoing in the
Square. Is a referral to the Council's Traffic & Safety Committee the better route?

THANK YOU!

Meredith
Meredith Boericke
Town Councilor, District 5
Town of Braintree, MA
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
781-794-8280

From: Taub, Nicole <ntaub@braintreema.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 6:39 PM
To: Cimino, Susan M. <scimino@braintreema.gov>
Cc: Hume, Shannon L. <SHume@braintreema.gov>; Boericke, Meredith <mboericke@braintreema.gov>;
Thompson, John <jthompson@braintreema.gov>; Arsenault, James <jarsenault@braintreema.gov>;
Dubois, Mark <mdubois@braintreema.gov>; Cohoon, Timothy <tcohoon@braintreema.gov>
Subject: RE: Weekly Questions
Sue,
Here are some additional responses:

Square intersection crossing lights: We did discuss the South Braintree Square intersection at the
last TASC meeting and the Committee feels that the intersection is working well with regards to the
concurrent pedestrian crossing. It has been approximately 10 months since the phasing changes were
made and neither the Braintree Police or DPW/Engineering have noted any uptick in complaints or
reports of unsafe operations. There has been one reported pedestrian incident during this time in which
there was no injury and the driver was warned for distracted driving. The traffic consultant,
Environmental Partners, has also conducted observations at the intersection and found it to be
operating well. After the observations, the consultant recommended a few minor changes to signage
and signal phasing specific to the Hancock St. crossing (based on a specific complaint that was relayed to
DPW by the ADA Coordinator), which were promptly made by the DPW. The DPW has identified some
additional signage that can be installed at each pedestrian push-button location to further instruct
pedestrians to “Watch for Turning Vehicles.” The DPW will install this signage in the near future.
Nicole I. Taub, Esq.
Chief of Staff and Operations
Town Solicitor
Town of Braintree
One JFK Memorial Drive
Braintree, MA 02184
Office: (781) 794-8153

South Braintree Square Nightmare
Inbox

djceac

Tue, Apr 12, 7:25 PM (7
days ago)

to me
Hi Meredith. My daughter works at Braintree Rug. This afternoon, noontime or so, a
severely disabled elderly woman in a motorized wheelchair was hit as she was
attempting to cross at that horrific intersection. My daughter watched as police and
emergency personnel came...The bottom line is that my daughter is "terrified" to walk
across the street to Walgreens. There should be no green arrows or yield signs. Once
that "walk" sign is illuminated all traffic should stop. This whole configuration has to be
looked at. Thanks for listening. Betsey Cibotti

Pedestrian Safety Guide and Countermeasure Selection System
Guide: Background | Statistics | Analysis | Implementation |
Countermeasures: List | Tool | Matrices | Case Studies | Resources

Vehicle-pedestrian incidents often occur at intersections where a pedestrian is crossing the
street during a WALK interval. Source: Gina Coffman (2012)

A LPI allows
pedestrians to be fully in the crosswalk before motorists attempt to turn.

Leading Pedestrian Interval
LPIs can be programmed into traffic signals to minimize conflicts
between pedestrians crossing a roadway and left or right turning
vehicles. LPIs give the pedestrian the WALK signal 3-7 seconds before
the motorists are allowed to proceed through the intersection.20
By giving pedestrians a head start, it is less likely that there will be
conflict between pedestrians and turning vehicles. LPIs increase the
percentage of motorists who yield the right of way to pedestrians
because pedestrians are in the crosswalk by the time the traffic signal
turns green for parallel vehicle movements.
Purpose
Vehicle-pedestrian incidents often occur at intersections where a
pedestrian is crossing the street during a WALK interval. Pedestrians are
especially vulnerable to left turning vehicles. Leading pedestrian
intervals (LPIs) give pedestrians time to establish their presence in the
crosswalk before motorists can start turning.
Considerations
• If an intersection has particularly high pedestrian traffic, you might
consider adding an exclusive pedestrian phase instead of a leading

pedestrian interval.
• Make sure that the LPI is accompanied by an audible noise that lets
visually impaired pedestrians know that it’s safe to cross.
• Keep in mind that right turn on red rules might limit the effectiveness of
LPIs. Consider restricting right turn on red use at intersections.
Estimated Cost
The cost to alter the timing of a pedestrian signal can be relatively
inexpensive (from $0 to $3,500), depending on the site specifications
and the size of the city. Installing a new signal can range from $40,000$100,000.
Safety Effects
A summary of studies that have looked at the safety effects of devices
using a leading pedestrian interval can be found here.
Case Studies
St. Petersburg, FL
San Francisco, California
Miami-Dade County, Florida
Reston, Virginia

Guide: Background | Statistics | Analysis | Implementation |
Countermeasures: List | Tool | Matrices | Case Studies | Resources

Authors and Acknowledgements

https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/intersection-design-elements/traffic-signals/leading-pedestrian-interval/

National Association of City Transportation Officials
Leading Pedestrian Interval
A Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI) typically gives pedestrians a 3–7 second head start when entering an intersection with
a corresponding green signal in the same direction of travel.
LPIs enhance the visibility of pedestrians in the intersection and reinforce their right-of-way over turning vehicles,
especially in locations with a history of conflict.

LPIs have been shown to reduce pedestrian-vehicle collisions as much as 60% at
treated intersections.

Phase 1: Pedestrians only

Pedestrians are given a minimum 3–7 second head start
entering the intersection.

Phase 2: Pedestrians and cars

Through and turning traffic are given the green light.
Turning traffic yields to pedestrians already in the
crosswalk.

APPLICATION
Use LPIs at intersections where heavy turning traffic comes into conflict with crossing pedestrians during the permissive
phase of the signal cycle. LPIs are typically applied where both pedestrian volumes and turning volumes are high enough
to warrant an additional dedicated interval for pedestrian-only traffic.

BENEFITS & CONSIDERATIONS
LPIs increase the visibility of crossing pedestrians and give them priority within the intersection.

LPIs have been shown to reduce pedestrian-vehicle collisions as much as 60% at treated intersections.1
LPIs typically require adjustments to existing signal timing that are relatively low cost compared to other countermeasures.

CRITICAL
LPIs are critical at intersections where heavy right or left turning volumes create consistent conflicts and safety concerns
between vehicles and pedestrians.

RECOMMENDED
LPIs should give pedestrians a minimum head start of 3–7 seconds, depending on the overall crossing distance. Intervals
of up to 10 seconds may be appropriate where pedestrian volumes are high or the crossing distance is long.
To increase the effectiveness of a LPI and improve visibility of pedestrians at high-conflict intersections, install a curb
extension at the intersection.

OPTIONAL
Where a bikeway on the through movement conflicts with turning traffic, use a leading bicycle interval along with the
leading pedestrian interval. A leading bicycle interval clears the intersection of all cyclists quickly and can help prevent
right hook collisions.

